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Hellenic Industrial Development Bank 

Appraisal of Effluent Disposal Plan 

for the Volos Industrial Area 

*•       TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The terms of reference for the appraisal of the Effluent Disposal 

Flan for the Volos Industrial Area were contained in UNIDO*s 

Special Advice Order No.l to Contract No. 71/81 and were as 

follows:- 

"A study for an effluent treatment plant for the Volos Industrial 

Area has been prepared by a Greek Consulting Company.    This includes 

a study of  the effluent problems and engineering plans for the 

affluent treatment plant.    The type of service to be provided by 

Gibb-Evbank shall be:- 

(a) To review the report and the engineering plans. 

(b) To study the local situation at Volos in order to assess 

the Information on which the study has been based upon, 

and the validity of the proposals 

On the basis of the above information to determine the feasibility 

of the proposed plant in Volos and,   if need be,  to make recommenda- 

tions for necessary alterations." 
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2.     SUWARY REPORT 

2.1     Proposalt for the effluent treatment plant for the Industrial 

Area of Voloe were prepared on the basis that the average 
3 

flow should be 4,600    m /day.    This figure is appropriate 

for  the area involved where  industries have normal water 

consumption and effluent discharge. 

The overall design of the plant has been well considered and 

the proposals include for the following main treatment units: 

Diameter Number 

14  B 4 

21   D, 8 

14 * 4 

Primary sedimentation tanks 

Peicolating filters 

Secondary sedimentation tanks 

In addition, four sludge drying beds, having a total area 
2 

of 500 m are included. 

The Consultante have no significant criticism to make of tlu 

arrangement or capacity of the various units. Some economy 

could be effected by the omission of the sulphuric acid and 

lime dosing plant. The Consultants consider that this 

«€).*ipnent should be omitted or at least deferred for the time 

befng until it has been possible ¿Tor a pilot scheme to be run 

to provide adequate evidence that such equipment is required. 

The area proposed for the plant is suitable for the size of 

plant involved. It would occupy about 2.5 ha in the south- 

east corner of the Industrial Area. 

The treated effluent would be discharged to the Karla Ditch, 

which has a substantial flow of water throughout the year. 

2.2  The decision that the Peugeot-Renault factory should be 

established in the Industrial Area has made it necessary for the 

proposal for the effluent treatment plant to be substantially 
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altered on account of the significantly greater quantity of 

dlacharge.    Although the factory will have special processe*, 

the type of plant originally proposed will be satisfactory, 

provided certain safeguards are taken to spread the 

concentrations of polluting constituents over periods  in 

which the industrial effluent  is discharged.    The ultimate 
3 

• lie of the plant  is required to treat 20,000 m /day 

lit. 4% times the discharge of the original  proposal.    The 

physical size of the plant  is required to be scaled up to 

this extent by increasing the size and number of the units. 

The Consultants'  preliminary assessment of the size and 

number of treatment units  for space reservation is as 

follows:- 

Primary sedimentation tanks 

Percolating filters 

Secondary sedimentation tanks 

Diameter Number 

20 m 8 

32 iu 16 

14  IB 8 

Provision «hould be made for re-circulation cf sewage and fr> 

alternating double filtration. 

18 No.  sludge drying beds would be required, having a total 
2 

arpi of 2,200 m   although some e< 

by utilising sludge drying plant 

2 
arp.i of 2,200 m   although some economy in space could be made 

The Conf.ulta.nts recommend  that au investigation should be made 

Into the economice of adopting in whole or  in part an activated 

ulut'gc plant   Instead of percolating filters. 

The size of  the plant now required to treat the effluent from 

the Industrial Area,   including the Peugeot-Renault factory is 

ouch that  it  cannot be located on the laud allocated without 

coming objectlonally close to the Industrial Area and particu- 

larly to the Peugeot-Renault factory. 
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The Consultants recosssend that an area of about 10 ha is 

acquired for the enlarged plant located east and downstrea« 

of the site originally proposed. 

The Consultante also recommend that the HID» should set up 

a Central Laboratory to analyse the various effluents discharged 

to the proposed treatment plant and for the control of the 

operation of the plant. 
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3.      EXISTING PLANS FOR TREATMENT PLANT 

The existing proposal» for the treatment plant at Volos were made 

known to the Consultanti in a note translated by Mr. venouglou, 

engineer to HIDB.    This note summarising the essential particulars 

of the plant is attached to this report  in Appendix No.l.    The 

complete report has not been made available to the Consultants. 

Additional information was obtained during the visit, to Athens 

and Volos by our Effluent Disposal Adviser from 24 January to 

28 January 1972. 

The proposals for the treatment plant were broadly as follows:- 

3.1 Design Flow 

The plant was designed on the basis of an expected dry 
3 

weather flow from the drainage syßtem of about 5600 m /day 
3 

in summer and an average flow of 46C0 m /day 

3.2 Treatment Plant Proposals 

The proposed plant layout was shown on six well-considered 

drawings. These drawings were obtained in Athens and have 

subsequently been inspected and arc listed in Appendix No.2. 

Th*î treatment plant consists of:- 

3*2.1 Screening, coraminutors, flow recorder and a pumping 

installation in that ordì.- at the head of the 

plant. Five pumping units were proposed i.e. 4 in 

operation and 1 standby. 

3.2.2 Lime dosing plant for application to the raw sewage 

In a mixing sump of a dose of up to 400 mg/1. 

3 
3.2.3 Four primary sedimentation tanks each of 375 m 

capacity giving 8 hours nominal retention for the 
3 

average flow of 4600 m /day. 
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3.2.4    Sulphuric Acid Dosing plant  to correct the alkaline 

condition of settled Rewagc.     The plant has a storage 
3 

capacity of 10 m , sufficient  to correct an expected 

pH In  the range 9-11 down  to a pH of about 7.0. 

3.2.5    Eight percolating (trickling)   filters containing 
3 

appropriately prepared gravel each of 700 m    capacity. 

The BOD of the settled  sewage has been assumed  to be 

in  the range  100 to 150 mg/1.     For A flow of 
3 3 4600 m /day this implies  a daily load on 5600 m    of 

filter capacity of 460  to 690 kg of BOD i.e.  a BOD 

doting of 80 to 120 g/rn /day,   the volumetric dosing 
3    3 being 0.82 m /m . 

3.2.6    Four Secondary Sedimentation TankB are proposed and 

•re of comparatively large  capacity being the same 

as  the Primary Tanks i 

retention of 8 hours. 

3 
as  the Primary Tanks each of 375 m    giving a nominal 

3.2.7 Provision is made for returning the settled secondary 

solids  to the inlet of the plant and for re-circulât ing 

Secondary Sedimentation Effluent  to the inlet. 

3.2.8 Combined  Primary and Secondary sludge withdrawn from 

the Primary Sedimentation Tank  is  conveyed to 

conventional drying beds  divided   into four units having 
Z 

a  total area of 500 m . 

Appendix No.3  summarises the important  treatment plant data. 

3.3      Treatment  Plant  Location 

The plant  is proposed to be located  in a triangular area 

at the south east corner of the VOIOB Industrial Area 

between  the confluence of the Karla Ditch and the Seskuliotl 

stream.     The site is adequate as  it would occupy an area of 

•bout 2.5  ha which is about one?   third of the area available 

(see bketch No.l). 
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The Consultants have not Biade a study of the ground 

conditions to determine their suitability as a foundation 

for the proposed  treatment plant. 

3.4      Treatment Plant Outfall 

The outfall from the treatment plant is to the Karla Ditch 

which has a substantial flow of water throughout  the year 

(see Section 5 below). 

3«5      Phased Construction 

It was proposed  that the treatment plant vould be built  in 

phases to suit the development of the industrial area.    The 

first phase would comprise the following workß:- 

(i)        All headworks and pumping 

(11)      All lime and acid dosing equipment 

(ill)    A quarter of primary sedimentations,  filter« and 

secondary sedimentation  capacities 

(lv)      Half of the sludge drying beds. 

3.6      Industrial Area of Volos 

The treatment plant described above was designed  to treat 

the effluent from an industrial area of about 150 ha.    At 

the time of the visit of the Cor'uiltantr ' Adviser,  about 

one  third of the roads  in the northern part, of the 

In iu s trial Area had been constructed and a  flour mill had 

been built and was  in operation.    A textile factory dyeing 

cotton fabrics was expected to be built in the area being 

developed. 
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*•       THE PEUGEOT-RENAULT FACTORY -   SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 The recent decision by the Peugeot-Ranault ComfJNiy to set up 

an automobile factory on about 28 ha of  the Industrial Area 

changed   the design requirements uf  Ilio treatment   plant at: 

their water requirements and  effluent volumes arc such that 

the original  estimates  for  the  Industrial Area  arc 

substantially  exceeded  to an  extent  which requins modifica- 

tion of   the plans  for  the  treatment  plant.     The  requirements 

for quantity and  types  of effluent   to be  treated were made 

known  to  the Consultants  in  a note  translated b> 

Mr. Vonouglou.        Thin   information  is attached  to   the  report 

in Appendix No.^. 

4.2 Additional  information about   the  Peugeot-Renault Co.'s »ai.r  ; 

effluent  disposal   requirements was  obtained by  our Adviser 

from Mr.   J.  Malais,   their  representative   in Athen';.     This 

information  is   summarised   in  Appendix No.5. 

The ana lye is of  effluent referred   to  in  paragraph 4 of 

Appendix  vo.5   is most  valuable but   in  subject  to  the 

reservations  contained   in Appendix Ko.6. 

4.3 The wastes arising in  Phase   I and  II were  investigated 

i :  detail.    One   foremost varile arises  from washing  the air 

in  the paint   spraying  shop;,   .-'ho/" wcirr  used   is   re-circula Loo 

until  the  resultant  liquor  has  to  be  rejected  as  a batch. 

The  liquor  io  exceedingly  inpure  in   containing a   L.rgc 

proportion cf paint  and water  solubl" organic  solvents. 

The  Company appreciate  the  strength  of  the  liquor and  propose 

pre-treatment  to  remove  a epa rabie  paint.     Coagulant:, will  r-c 

added with separation of  surviving  coagulable carter and 

storage  or   Lhe  resultant aqueous  liquor  to allow 

continuous bleeding  lo  the  sower  so  tint   the  load  of   impurity 

is   discharged uniformly.     Spread   in   thir.  way,   the   I'D!) dis- 

charged   to  the   factory's  effluent   and  lu nee  to   the   industrial 

sewage   should   bo  moderate.      ., n   l'hase  J   í'Cü m    oi"  pj e- t i'o; ' • <1 

liquor  arising  during ?.  months  but   aproad  un hor :>ì.y  v:>\ Is 



result  in 3-4 m /day.    In  the evrnt of the BOD of the pre- 

treated liquor approaching  2000 rag/1  (CE  indicated  in 

Appendix No.A)   this would   entail some 6-8 kg/day of BOD 

or an  increase of  10-20 mg/1 of BOD in 600 m /day oí  total 

effIvent. 

Phase II broadly entail» merely pro rata  increases according 

to  the  larger volume of effluent apart  from the introduction 

of machinery and hence the  possible need  to dispose of 

cutting oils.     Waste or spoiled cutting oils would  be 

segregated for   separate disposal or for pre-treatment by 

cracking the emulsions to   separate oil ami  no to p;if,s a 

neutralised aqueous liquor   to  the sewer.    No major  load of 

impurity should   then result.     Swarf  should  be  storrd   for 

disposal  to preclude escape  oí drained  oil   to either .surface 

water or trade  effluent drains.     Cleanr.ing of Btoragu areas 

being made a "dry" as opposed  to a "washdown" procedure. 

4.4 For  the purpose of Phase I  of the development of the factory 

the provisional  prescription  for the composition of  the 

effluent  included   in Appendix No.7  is  recommended  to be 

»ubmitted to the  Company for  comment and agreed amendment, 

if necessary. 

4.5 Ir   the  cane of degree sing plants using Trichlorethylene 

bunding should  be adopted   to preclude pc-idental escape or 

disposal of spoiled solvent   to the factory drains. 

The  composition  of effluent   to apply to Phase II of  the 

factory's development can  safely be deferred and decided 

not  only in the   light of the  factory's  requirements all  the 

time but also   in  the light  of the compositions of other 

factories'  effluents which inn y then be  firmly established 

and   in the light  of the performance of   the  treatment plant. 

The  ca.ne  considerations apply with greater emphasis   to 

Phase III where   the only fcalure to be  conridered  is  the 

ultimate volume  of  the effluent. 
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4.6     To stake provitIon for the treatment of effluent from the 

Peugeot-Renault factory the treatment plant should be 

designed to have the following capacity:- 

Phase I First five years of development. 

Working population  in the first few year« has been taken 

at  1000 with 60  litres/head/day for domeetic sewage. 

Average flow for  industrial and domestic sewage 12.000 m/day 

Phase II 

Ultimate industrial and domestic sewage* 20.000 ri /day 

The ultimate development allows fer a working population 

of up to 10,100  (the population oí Velos í>r planning purposes 

la understood to  increase from 70,000 to 100,000 by the year 

2000)  and 60 litrea/head/day for domestic feewage. 
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5.      THE RECEIVING  VATERS 

5.1 The Kar lu  Watercourse to which the final effluent vould be 

discharged  is artificial and is used  to drain water from a 

•vamp to  the north near Larissa,    The Karla Ditch forms  the 

northern boundary of the   land presently reserved for  the 

treatment  plant  (see Sketch No.l). 

3.2 In the past  the water lia» been severely polluted by paper 

mill waste but the water  la thought  to be normally of good 

quality. 

5*3      A aingle analysis of  the Karla water   is  contained in 

Appendix No.4.    On the  basis of FuD  the water is of good 

quality bul  further analyses are required  to cover seasonal 

conditions  especially during the dry   period and Rome 

analyses     should      be more  comprehensive   in scope.     In 

particular Ammoniacal and Organic  Nitrogen should be 

differentiated because   it  appears that   "organic nitroçen 

and ammonia" are high       relative to  the  good BOD value. 

Similarly  it  should be   confirmed  that   the comparatively 

high suspended  solids  arc  virtually  wholely mineral   in 

character   in keeping with  the low BOD value.    Samples  at 

about monthly intervals  are recommended.    A record of 

temperature  should also be obtained. 

3.4      The flow  in  the Karla Watercourse hi»  been gauged by the HTDB 

ano particulars are given   in Appendix Ko.4,    It is believed 
3 

that there   is a reliable minimum flow of about 0.5 m /sec.  - 
3 

an average  flow of about   1 m /ecc.   and  winter Hows may be 
3 

as much as  10 m /sec.     This water and   especially the minimum 

flow in dry weather is  a highly valuable asset  in the dispoc.il 

of the Industrial Area's  effluent. 
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5.5 At  the time of the Consultants' Adviser's visit an 
3 

approximate gauging  showed a flow of about 3 m /see and 

the water carried appreciable froth.    A local farmer VES 

netting fish from the stream weighing half a kilogram or 

More and he indicated  that pollution  by the paper mill war- 

• recurrent event. 

5.6 There  is a second main watercourse,   the Seskulioti, which 

forms  the southern boundary of the   Industrial Area and laud 

reserved for the treatment plant.     This watercourse is 

normally dry.    The.  Seskulioti and   the Karla Ditch flows to 

join  the Zhpiae and   thence to tV;   sea,  the die tance bel ween 

the Industrial Area and the coast  being some 4 Km. 

5.7 The  lower part of  the watercourse   if  saline but  the extent 

of the  salinity has  not been ascertained.    It   is rot  thought 

that  there is an  immediate need  to determine the  salinity or 

organic quality of  the water downstream of the Industrial 

Area. 

5.8 There are « few established factories on the banks of the 

lower part of  the watercourse to wi.ich trade   waste may be 

discharged.    In  the  future,  it muy be necessary for the H1DB 

to keep a watch on  the composition  of  the water down the 

watercourse to the  stream to re:>rd   the  initial  condition 

and  such influence as the Industrial Area's effluent nay 

cause. 

5.8.1    The bay to which the Zhpinc. discharges   is enclosed 

and thie doubtless restricts  the discharge of water 

to the open  sea.    The domestic  sewage  from Volos with 

a population  of about 70,000 discharger, untreated into 

this bay.   It   is understood   that  the present  composition of v.M 

in the bay  is,  as a result   of receiving  this  sewage, 

of less  than desirable quality and tends  to carry 

biological vuLrirnta conducive  to overgrowth oT un- 

desirable narine fcrowthí..     It   is for  this reason thit 

the  impact  of  the- final  treated  effluent   from the Volos 

Industriiti Area will be  comparatively   small. 



3 
5.0.2    With an ultimate effluent flow of  20,000 m    and a 

BOD in the region of 20 mg/1 this quantity will 

receive at least a twofold dilution   (1 part of 

effluent   to 2 partB  receiving water)   in the Karla 

Watercourse.    It will have the benefit of travel ling 

•one 4 Km to the sea when further  «elf purification, 

without  undue depiction of dissolved oxygen,   is a 

reasonable expactation. 

5.8.3 20,000 m /day of  treated effluent  with a BOD of 

20 mg/1  results  in  500 Kg/day of  BOD  in contrast with 

the domestic sewage  from ¿' popular ion of 70,000 taken 

«t 55  g of BOD/head/day which would  result  in 

4000 Kg/day of BOD. 

5.1.4 Provided  there are no unexpected   trade effluent 

problems,   there is no reason to  suppose that discharge 

to the  bay by the effluent of biological nutriente 

ild  worsen the present position. 

5.Í.5   During  the first  five years of development of the 

Industrial Area only about two  thirds of the ultimate 

flow of  effluent will be discharged with the consequent 

reduction  in effect. 

5.C.6 It *s considered that closer evaluation of the effect 

of the effluent can wait until the latter part of the 

five years' development programme itvà nwuuures can be 

taken then to control undesirable  features,  if any. 
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•.   ilFPU. 

Tilt rainfall in the region of Volos is 470 ran a year.   About 40% 

of the rain falli In October to December, about 75% in September 

to March leaving about 7S% «»tiring April to August.    The driest 

aonth of August with about  1% of the annual rainfall Is succeeded 

by leptembcr with «bout  9% 
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!•       ^IMITATIONS OF EXISTING PROPOSALS 

7.1     The limitation» of the existing design for the treatment 

plant are essentially a natter of sise of plant.    The original 

design was prepared on the basis of an ultimate capacity of 

4600 tn /day of industrial  sewage (sec Appendix No.l).     Due to 

the Peugeot-Renault  factory's discharge,   the quantity to be 

treated  in the first  five years  is estimated to be 
3 3 )2.000 m /day and ultimately 20.000 tii /day   (see Appendix Ho.4). 

The effluent from the Peugeot-Renault factory vould not appear to 

require any modifications  to the existing proposals except with 

ragard to the quantity of effluent to be treated. 
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••  FACTORS BFARING ON FIANT DESIGN 

5.1 Principles governing the initial provisions and subséquent 

phased construction of the complete plant «re lilted below: - 

8.2 Initi.nl Provisions 

The initial provisions should be such as to keep the future 

position fluid so as to avoid construction which might 

constitute wasteful expenditure and inhibit future choice 

of purification process.  Positive features should be 

incorporated at the outset which allow alternatives to be 

adopted without costly alterations. 

The initial provisions should be simple n is consistent with 

the production of «in effluent of good quality. As the plant 

will be the first sizeable installation to be controlled by 

the HIDB it will be advantageous if management and plant 

operatore do not have to cope with irregularities which might 

srise in sophisticated processes. 

Apart frei, the Peugeot-Renault factory who .TO effluent 
3 

(600 m /day for first thiee years) should not present 

exceptional difficulty, the flour mill is the only other 

firn project apart from possible effluent from a cotton 

fabric processing factory. The eompositJon of the effluent 

to bfi treated in the first five years, estimated at 12,000 m" /day 

la largely unknown.  It may be 'The case that a combination of 

internal control in the factories with adaption of method of 

©paratine the treatment plant will be roost efficient way 

of dealing with the changing situations and with difficult 

effluents. 

Consideration may have to be given to bringing forward the 

biochcraical purification facility of  the plant but   this would 

depend on the experience gained   in accommodating the effluente 

as they arise. 
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Bo drawings of the larger plant  to treat an ultimate flow of 
3 

20,000 m    per day have been seen by the Consultants nor are  thny 

believed  to have been prepared  but  based on  the  Rame; retention 

times and biological  loading,   Jt  is  evidr.it that   the enlarged 

plant would tequile the following treatment units  the sizes being 

approximate and   subject to detailed  consideration. 

(a) Screening,  comminutort,,   flow recorders and a 

pumping  installation 

(b) Provision of »pace for   lirae and acid dosing 

equipment 

(O        ê No.  primary sedimentation  tanks each 20 m 

diameter 

(à)        16 No.  percolating filters  cadi 32 m diameter 

(e)        8 Ho.  secondary Eidime.ntatlon tank:, each 14 m 

diameter 

(£)        18 No.   conventional drying beds having a  total 
3 

area of 2200 m . 

Although some economy in space  could be made by adopting 

• lodge drying plnnt. instead of  drying beds,   it   is doubtful 

whether these units can be accommodated on the aren of  land 

scheduled for  the  treatment   plait vitbui't  coming objectionably 

cloae to  the Industrial Area and  particularly  to  tbe 

Peugeot-Renault   factory. 

The HIDB should   therefore acquire  acme 10 ha of  land  to 

accommodate the   larger treatment  plant  involved.     This land 

should be  located at a more reasonable distance from the 

Industrial Area  and be east ¿aid  downstream of  the area 

presently reserved.    If difficulties  should arise  in acquiring 

Such an area,   it  would  be feasible  to use the presently 

proposed area and extend en to  a new arci  in  the future but 

if  the areas are not contiguous,  operational difficulties 

will  inevitably  r.rise. 
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In view of the need to increase the ultimate capacity of 
3 

the plant to 20,000 tn /day, investigations should be made 

of the possible advantages of substituting the process of 

bioaeralion (activated sludge) for percolation filters. 

Activated sludge ir» usually cheaper in capital cost on 

account of the smaller units. As the BOD loading is un- 

known the decision of the size of the initial unit would be 

difficult. Also the proceda is more sensitive to accidental 

discharge of harmful wastes. 

Alternatively, the upgrading of the efficiency of the filters 

by arranging for them to operate either with re-circulât ion 

or with alternating double filtration miy be advantageous. 

Should a large BOD arise pre-treatment hi.  the factories would h^ve 

to be itip lernen ted.  ShoulJ it .-e decided that the initial 

provision for the plant should be based on filters it would 

not be necessary to continue with filtere. The filters could 

be followed by or run parallel to an activated sludge plant. 
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9.      RECOMMKNDKD REVISIONS 

The recommended  revisions  to the existing plans for the treatment 

plant as as follows: - 

9.1 Between 25% and 507. of the headworks and complete similar 

facilities for the ultimate quantity of effluent required 

at the outset. 

9.2 The size of phases for pumping and primary ccdimentation 

tanks should be considered in relation to the pattern of 

increasing flow of effluent. 

9.3 Lime and acid dosing should not be installed initially 

but space provided in case it brsomns desirable in the 

future.     The reasons  for its  initir.J   omission are:- 

9.3.1 The extent  of  potential benefit  cannot  be judged. 

For Phase I and II  of  the Peugeot-Renault  factory 

the advantage   is doubtful   in view of the weak 

effluent  with no problematic Metallic  content. 

9.3.2 The capital and running  costs arc very  considerable 

and the doubtful benefit docfc not  Justify the 

expenditure. 

i. 

9.3.3 Management  and plant operativen would  be involved  in 

technical  control,which would   include  sophisticated 

electronic  equipment and  such involvement  would be 

best avoided  in the earlier stages of operation. 

9.3.4 The positive benefit of a mere readily drainable 

sludge ic offset to an extent  depending on the 

bi-carbonate hardnesr of  the water supply from 

precipitated   calcium carbonate and  the decree of 

disinfection  effected  by  pxross   lime and  the    depleted 

calcium bi-carbonate   in  the  sett? ed  tew? ge may pl.ice 

»owe restriction en  subsequent  ui trogr-neovs  bio- 

chemical purification activity. 
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9.3.5 Allowance should be made to permit subséquent 

introduction of tin- equipment when pilot plant or 

improvised full-sc¿>lc trials could be conducted to 

establish the degree of benefit and requisite doses. 

9.4 The initial capacity of the filters should be in keeping with 

the proportion oí primary sedimentation capacity referred to 

in paragraph 9.2 at the .same hydraulic loading as applies in 

the existing plans. The design should allow io/ future 

introduction of such pumping facilities a;, would permit re- 

circulation of filter effluent and operation of pairs of 

filters on the system of a1 tempting double filtration. 

9.5 Equivalent ee< opdary sedimentation t.:^k capacity is required 

but the proportional capacity ±;. the existing plans be halved 

where retention has taken account of re-circulation. This 

la because there may be no appreciable benefit to be gained 

by re-circulut.ion during the early steges of operation of the 

plant if the sewage proves to be of very moderate strength. 

A good degree oí nitrification of the filter effluent would 

be expected, high summer ambient temperatures will be reflected 

In the temperature of the rewage and long retention in the 

secondary tanks vould entail denitriiieation and problems of 

rising secondary solids buoyed by gaseous nitrogen. 

9.6 Equivalent sludge drying beds ar». required. Alternatively 

a substantial area of land could be stved by introducing some 

fcim of aludge drying plant. 

9.7  Preliminary consideration has been given to the sizes of the 

stages to be constructed to suit the development of the 

Industrial Area and the preliminary recommendations are that 
o 

there should be 8 stager,  each of 2,500 m" /day giving a total 
3 

output of 20,000 m /day when all  stages  have been  constructed, 

The  eize and number of  the main  treatment units has  preliminarily 

been  assessed  for  an overall  layout  aspect as  follows:- 

<•)• f 



Diameter 

20 m 

Cumber 

Primary Sedimentation 8 

Percolating Filters 32 m 16 

Secondary Sedimentation M m S 
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APPENDIX NO.l 

HELLENIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WANK 

VOIDS INDUSTRIAL REHION 

Effluent Treatment Plant 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TECHNICAL ELEMENTS 

General 

The average dally water capacity of the  industrial   region of Volos  is 

eatimated  to be approximately 6.600 m . 

It  in  estimated   that   the  7/10 of  the abov*- ••cntionod volume, will be  the 

average daily effluent volume:   0,7 x 6.600 - 4.fi?0 vi /'1ay. 

During summer tinie  the effluent discharge will  increase up to: 
3 

1,2 x 4.620 *= 5.550 m /day  (conversion coefficient  = 1,2)     or 
3 3 

5.550 m /day - 230 in /h - 64,00  1/sec. 

It   is also  estimated   that   the peak flow will  be 1,5 x 64,00 = 9o,00 

- 96,00 1/sec.  and  that  the rtorm flow will be:   2 x 96 = 200 1/sec. 

The whole plant will be divided   into 4  similar parts each having a treatrxiu 3 _. - 
capacity  of  1.400 in' /day of  e f fluent.     Ihe  ("-/raiuT V.2ïK*îJ U"?_. II1!! illllß 

installation and  the   1 lm» plant   will be  co'^-on  for   the h   part1,   <-.r  the who if 

plant.     The to' il area will be 25  acres  approximately. 

Originally only the 1/4 of the whole plant: will be  constructed. 

Description of the Plant 

It  is described the part of  the plant that   in going to be constructed 
3 

originally (for a flow capacity of JLr/'PQ..1'1 /$*!)• 

Emergency Out!ej 

In case  of disorder   in  the  operation of   tin   plant  or  in  ease of  stormy 

Veather,   it will be  possible  to drive  the  untreated  effluent  to  the  fin.il 

receiver   thronen  a  by  \<im:. 
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¡Screen 

The screen is installed in order to detain big solid materials that may 

be carried by the effluent. It will be cleaned by hand. 

Cormr,jrmtor3 

Ori&innlly one comminutor it; going to bo installed. It will be also enough 

•pace for the installation of another coronimi tor. The capacity of each 

corominutor will be 100 1/sec. 

Flow Recorder 

A flow recorder is going to be Installed to measure the total effluent 

capacity. The mea curing rango of the equipment will be from 250 1/sec. to 

5 1/sec. 

¿»limping Plant 

After passing the recorder thr effluent will flow into the pumping plant's 

sump, where from it will be pumped and nil the required load for the 

operation of the vhole plant., equal to 7,00 m will be recovered. 

The whole pumping pi all'- provides 5 pumping units citi hnving a capacity ¿f 

50 1/sec. The tilth pump will be of the reserve. Originally two pumping 

units are going to be installed 

lime Plant 

Tlie lime plant will be constituted of: 

1. A delivery tank where the trucks will unload the lime. 

2. A crashing device for the pulveration of the lime. 

3*  A mechanical conveyor for the elevation of the lime to the storing 

tank. 

4. A storing tank made of steel with a total capacity of 20 mp. 

5. Five mechanical dry-feeders each having an average capacity of 

20 gr/sec. 

Each feeder will be electrically connected with a pump.  The corresponding 

feeder will provide to the coming effluent the Appropriate amount of lime. 

_ o. 



Originally two feeders are going  to be installed. 

6.      A mixing tank with a capacity of 50 m    approximately.     It will be 

supplied with  two paddle-mixers. 

Preliminary Sedimentili Jo ¡ Tank 

The tank will be circulai,   supplied  from the  centre and  the effluent vili 

overflow through a  peri}.lierai overflow device. 

It will also be provided by a rotating sludge  scaper. 

The proposed dimensions are; 

Capacity: 375 m 

Depth at the periphery: 2 in 

Average d-pth: 2,36 m 

Diameter: 14,00 m 

Bending of the bottom: 7° 30* 

Sulphuric Acid  Instailatjon 

The alkaline effluent coming from  the preliminary sedimentation  tank,  vili 

be neutralised by  the life of sulphuric aci.1.     The acid quantity that vili 

be added  to  the  effluent,  will  be   regulated  by   -<n automatic pU-meter 

device.    The final pll value will  be 6 to 7. 

Also the  installation will be  supplied with a voitical mixer and an add 
* 3 Storing tank wilh an approximate   capacity of   10  m  . 

Trickling lilte_rj 

Each part of the plant  will be  supplied with two trickling   filters. 

The technical  characteristics  for  each trickling filter will be as follow 

1. Capacity: 

2. Depth: 

3. Surface: 

4. Diameter: 

700 in    of  gravel with an average diameter of 5-7  in 

2 m 

350 m2 

21,00 m 

Each trickling filter  is also supplied with a  four-arm rotating 

distributor. 



.Secondary Sedimentation Tank 

The secondary sedimentation tank will be similar to the preliminary 

sedimentation tank. The effluent overflow will be driven through an open 

channel to the final acceptor. 

^udy.e Tratment 

The sludge from the  secondary eedimontfltlon   tank vili be driven by 

gravity to the pimping station.    It will he re-cycled «nd re-settled at 

the preliminary sedimentation  tank.     Then  it will  be driven by gravity  to 
2 

drying beds with a total approximate  ourfae.e of 500 in . 



APPENDIX KO.2 

HELLENIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK 

MIT OF HANS INSPECTED 

27 BK 411 

412 

415 

433 

451 
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General Layout 

Partial Layout 

Longitudinal Section 

Pumping &  Lii.i; Plants 

Sulphuric AciJ Plant 

Sludge Drying Bode 

Volos Industrial Area 
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APPENDIX KO.3 

WELLEN TC  INDUSTRI AI, DEVELO PMKNT BANK 

SUMMARY OK PIANT DATA 

Dry Weather Flow 5600 m /day (summer) 

3 4600 m /day (average) 

Pumping Units 4 No. + I No.  Standby 

Lime Dosing Capacity 400 mg/1 

Primary Sedimentation 4 tanks each 375 m 

Sulphuric Acid Storage %0 m 

Percolating Filtcri 8 euch 700 m 

Secondary Sedimentation 3 4 tanks ear'fi 37.  in 

Drying Beds 500 m 
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API'FNDIX NO»4 

HUXKNIC  INDUSTRIA!, MVELOPMT.NT   -HANK 

SUPP).KMENTAKY  JNKORMATION 

QUANTITY -  TYPE?] OF^EinURNTS 

A.      Quantity 

New element ?; arising  from the future foundation of the  Pcugeot- 

Rcnault  factory,   change   thfi water demands  of   the  estati   ñs  follow.1; 

1.       For  the first   fiv.'  yc«rs of dcvolofticnt 

Demand: 15.000 ta /24 h 

Disposal:     IS.00 x  8 
io" »    12.000 m /24 h    or 

12.000       c„    3,. 500 y   1.000       ..„  ., -1 •H?-  "  500 m /h    or ;--;-• «  140 1/sec 
24 .».Ol'O 

Average  flow:     1 -40 1/scc 

Peak flow: 140 x 1,5 «=  210   1/sec 

Storm flow: 210 x 2 * 4?O   1/sec" 

(12.000 m /day) 
-1 

Full ilevelopment 

Demand: 25.000 m /24 h 

DiepoBal:    25.000 x 8      0n n_    3,,..   , _— te 20.000 m /¿^ h     or 

20.000 0//1    3,. 840 x   1,000      8,400       ,,«-,,       -1 
—2T-     * 84° m /h    or —37¿50—  * "36""       235  1/fCC 

-1 
Average  flow:     23S 1/sec 

Peak  flow: 

Stovn flow: 350 x 2 =<  700   1/rec 

0,000  m ,/day) 

235 x 1,5 - 350  1/sec 

1 

1 

quality 

There  is not any specific   information about   tiie quality of effluent 

because  the  industrial   estate  i» .r;tJll un<!er   cunstmcl inn  and  no 

indui.il w lia:.  I>ee^   '.•.-:•. 1-1 i í.lu-'l   llif-c  ti'i   1'1'' 



Karl« Ditch and Other Drainage System of Pitches 

Ttt« industrial estate is located between two channels, one natural 

atra** named Seskuliotl, which is dry during the most tinte of the 

year, and Kar la Ditch, which strains a swamp located near the city 

of Larissa. 

3   -1 
Kar la Ditch has a continuous flow of a minimum value of 0,5 « /sec 

and of an average value of 1 » /sec'   winter may rise up to 

»« *.  -1 
10 m /sec . 

Karla Ditch is  connected with Seskuliotl 200 m downstream the elected 

point for the discharge of the industriel  effluents. 

Finally SctUulicti flows  into the harbour of Volnp. 

The quality of the water of Karla Ditch is  shown in the resulta of a 

chemical analysis. 

Dissolved oxygen (TL) 

TO 

liochciiiical  oxygen demand 

Chemical oxygen demand 

Total solids 

Volatile solids  (as % T 8) 

Suspended  solids 

Chloride 

Organic nitrogen + ammonia 

10.    Phosphate as P 

100 

8,0 

1.15  ppm 

36   ppo 

811 ppra 

32.6 

124 ppm 

88 ppra 

2.8 ppm 

0.3 ppm 

Proposed  Plant Position 

The proposed area for the building of the initial installation ir 

found between Karla Ditch and Scükulioti stream near th« point of 

their conpcHtion. 

The maximum available surface is 10 acres. 
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ftttm-ytiwiU r«nm 
According to information given by the Peugeet-lenaiilt autbor i tie» 

the effluent disposal will ho at follow«: 

Relatively clean water which will be discharged continuously. 

litase 1 

Phase II 

Phase 111 

60 »3/h 

180 »3/h 

760 n3/h 

».  Contaminated water which will he discharged discontlnuously. 

Phase I 

Phase II 

Phase III 

200 a in two months 

400 in two months 

500 • in two months 

The chemical characteristics will be as follows: 

PN • i - t 

Suspended solids 

BOD 

COD 

s 1 - 2,2 gr/lt 

1.700 mgr/lt 

2.265 mgr/lt 

It will he alto found chronic acid in unknown concentrations, 

Nothing is mentioned about pre-treatment of waste water. 
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Mimi* N0.3 

WlUaiIC INDUSTRIAL DEVEIOPEffiNT BANK 

ADDITIONAL INFOUNATION ABOUT  PKIXiEOT-RENAULT'• wATKR AND EFFLUENT 

DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS 

The following information was obtained  in discussion with 

Mr.  J.  Malais,  Peugeot-Renault*s representative  in Athens. 

JPgujfccot-Rena u 11 Factory 

1.  Phase % Period 3 years. 

Factory population about f>O0.  Initially 1 shift with training of 

pereonnel during first year. After first year 2 shifts and 6 days 

per week. 

Nature of Work Pickling, anodising and phosphating of car bodies 

followed by paint spraying, assembly of cars from ready-manufactured 

componenti;. There will be no plating and cyanide will not bo.  used 

for ease hardenJr^. Hexavalent chroniw will arise from anodising. 

This compound will require strict control and possibly reduction to 

the harmless tcrvalent form. 

Wa t er, Reg•• •• 1 r emeñ t s 

600 •» /day for industriel use 
3 

80 M /day for domestic use 

Mote: 80 m  /day is a generous allowance of 130 litres/head/day. 

Virtually all water is expected to be discharged as effluent. 

Full canttm facilities with provision of cooked meals will not be 

provided, provision being limited to consumption of meals brought 

in and to beverages. 
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*•  ff»»f II Period 7 years (succeeding Phase I i.e. total 10 years) 

Factory population about 1100. 

Mature of Work  a« in Phase I. Machine shops will manufacture 

some components. No plating. 

Water Requirements 

1800 » /day 

Virtually all discharged as effluent. 

3.      Phase HI Period not  certain. 

Factory population    4000 -  5000 

Jlature of Work      Comprehensive car manufacture with installation of 

foundry and plating shops. 

Water Requirements 
3 

15,000 HI /day 

Cooling water will be re-circulated. 

Industrial Effluenr 

12,000 m3/day 

4.'     The Peugeot-Renault Co.  has  completed a very similar factory in 

Portugal.    The processes expected  to be in operation during the 

three stages of  the factory's development were described.    An analysis 

of the effluent  from the Portuguese factory presently operating *»t 

the Phase I stages is as follows:- 

"Analysis of waste water  continuously discharged hy our 

assembly factory  in Portugal:- 

1. COD 

2. BOD 

248 rog/1 

37.6 mg/1 
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9. Total Solida dried at 105°C 

4» Suspended Solid« 

3. Organic Matter 

4* Crease 

45* ssj/1 

«9 «t/1 

357 ag/1 

«0 s»j/l 

(depending essentially on the type of product« used in 

operation in the factory) 

7. pH a depression of not more than 2 in the pH 

of th« Industrial water supply." 
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APPEHDIX N0^6 

HELLENIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK 

BESERVATIONS ON ANALYSIS OF EFFLUENT FROM PEUGEOT-RENAULT'a FACTORY 

IB PORTUGAL -   See Appendix No.5 

The analysis of effluent  from the Peugeot-Renault's factory In Portugal 

contained  in paragraph 4 of Appendix No.5  is subject to the following 

reservations:- 

(i)        the date of analysis relative to date of  campling ic not 

recorded  and  if  the  interval was too great  thif   might explain 

an unexpectedly small  BOD  (compared with  the  COD).    At  face 

value the high COD/BOD  ratio cti^cM-.' orearle  impurity 

resistant   to biochemical dégradation but   it  might be that  in 

the BOD determination a  suitable bacterial  flora was  lacking 

or was not artificially  inoculated  to effect degradation.    The 

doubts need to be resolved. 

(ii)      The "grease" content is moderate but needs to be held to 

a firm limit   (sco suggested stipulated Composition in 

Appendix No.7). 

(ill)    The depression .in pH compared with that applying in the 

Portuguese  factory depends on the Alkalinity  (¡i-carbonate 

content or  buffering capacity)  cf the respective water 

supplies.     An analnysis of  the water to be  supplied to the 

, Volos Estate could not be made available at  the time of  the 

visit but   in any event pll limits for  the effluent require 

precise  stipulation  (again see suggested Composition)  and 

Internal   control   in  the factory with pre-treatment  if 

necessary to effect compliance. 

(iv)      The analysis does not   include metals, notably Iron,  Zinc, 

Copper,  Lead and particularly Chromium.     Ilexavalent  Chromium 

is  involved  in  the processes and can exert  bactericidal   il) 

effect on biochemical  purification.     Moderate concentrations 
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of hoxavalent chromium can be reduced in severs and during 

primary sedimentation to the  inocuous  tcrvalent condition but 

because the Peugeot-Renault effluent may be dominant during the 

early stage of the treatment plant's operation specification in 

the effluent's composition requiring reduction to the tervalent 

condition  is recommended. 

(v)        The analysis docs not include synthetic detergent.    The 

proclivities of these detergents -   both anionic and nonionic - 

notably to cause foaming  in a treatment plant,  to  impair plant 

performance and,  or,   survive  treatment  to cause foaming in 

receiving waters, means that  the detergente need  to be specified  as 

being biodegradable and a  limit on  the concentration discharged 

in  the effluent  should be  stipulated. 

(vi)      The  analysis does not  Include phosphate and the  concentration  ie 

required  to ensure that it   is not unduly high relative to 

survival in the final effluent to the watercourse. 
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APPENDIX N0.7 

jgLLEWIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK 

rEUGEOT-RENAULT CO. 

PROVISIONAL PRESCRIPTION FOR COMPOSITION OF EFFLUENT FOR  COMMENT OK 

AGREED AMENDMENT 

For samples Compounded 
at hourly or half-hourly 
portions bulged  in pro- 
portion  to rate, of  flovj 
throughout   p woi*king day 
or during 24 hours. 

"Snap" or "Grab" 
Samples 

P« 

Electric Conductivity 

Reciprocal Megohms 

per cm at 20°C 

Suspended Solids 

dried at 105°C 

COD 

ROD 

Neutral Petroleum 

Spirit Extract 

Anionic and Nonionic 

Synthetic Detergents 

Nonbiodegradable 

Biodegradable 

Iron as Fe 

nel ween 6.0 mid  10.0 between 5.0 una   11.0 

(limits will depend on  the composition of the 
water 6upply) 

»ay,  1500 

100 tng/1 

300 

200    M 

SO 

prohibited 

20 «s/1 

such limit as suits  re- 

quirement provided   this 

is not  so hiyh A3  to  be 

potentially ptoMemal !<•;.]f 

say,  more  1 h.nt  '.'0  w\\¡v 

say, 3000 

200 mg/1 

600 

400 

100 

40 «g/1 



tine as Znt Copper 

•• Cu, Lead as Pb, 

individually or in 

total 

Hexavaient Chromium 

at Cr 

Tervalent Chromium 

at Cr 

Vater Nonaiscible 

advents including 

chlorinated hydro- 

carbons 

Vater Miscible 

Solventa 

Por tasadles Compounded 
at hourly or half-hourly 
portion! bulked  in pro- 
portion to r.ii.e of flow 
throughout a working day 
or during 24 hours. 

"Snap" or "Grab*' 
Sample! 

10 M&/1 

lets than 1*0 mg/1 

auch limit as  su ita 

requirement 

Phosphate a« P 

less than 1.0 mg/1 

auch limit as  precludes 

danger of explosive or 

toxic atmosphere  in the 

sever which depends on 

the solvent  concerned. 

reasonable requirement 

20 «g/1 

lees than 2 .O irg/1 
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APPENDIX NO.8 

HELLENIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK 

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS 

1.  Industrial Refuse Tip 

One auxiliary provision is vital to the successful operation of 

the Industrial Area, that in the provision of an adequate industrial 

tip. Apart from intrinsic necessity for disposai of normal industrial 

refuse the ready availability of a tip can be of major value in 

providing for the disposi1! of sludg< s, concentrated waste liquors 

and potentially toxic Material so relieving the load on the sewerage 

system and at;aluting against accidenta! access to the system of 

harmful material.  It should be emphasised, hovev< r, that the. tip 

should not consist merely of uncontrolled dump but it requires 

careful design vith strict control of access and suitable recording 

of the. composition and quantities of material received over the years. 

Primarily design should ensure that having regard to the long term 

neither percolation no*- seepage can escape to cause pollution of 

adjacent underground or surface water:;.  Preferably tipping in 

conjunction with domestic refuse is desirable to tale advantage of 

the absorption and dispersion thereby gained but, again, tipping as o 

whole must be systematic, consolidating and effecting permanent 

Segregation. Due measures are also required to prevent rodent 

infestation. 

2•,  Analytical Control of Flour Hill.Effluent 

With regard to the technical and analytical control to be exercised 

by the HIDE, it is recommended that the existing flour mill in the 

Industrial Area be made forthwith the subject of study exercise to 

determine the volume and character of its effluent in the. manner 

described in Appendix No.9 
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3.     Filter Media 

Sillcaceoui filter Media material  is available as opposed to 

calcareous material so obtaining the equivalent of crushed gravel and 

should not present  exceptional difficulties.    The grading of 

suitable material   is of vital  importance to ensure  conformity with 

the relevant  British Standard Specification.    Granite   if available 

would also be suitable.    Neither material would require  tooting for 

durability. 

*•      Safety Precautiong 

If not already acquainted with the subject,   the lliDB's  technical 

staff concerned with  the  Industrial Area should become  familiar 

with the lézards  which can arl6e  in  s ewe i age  t>>;.l<':•.;   to men working, 

therein and with  the precautions to he  taken to ensure  their snfety, 

5»       Chlorinatton of   Final Effluent 

It   is understood   that  there  is statutory legislation vhich might seek 

or  stipulate disinfection of  the final   effluent by  chlorine:     in the 

circumstances  applying  to  the effluent  and   im^-diat e-  receiving vat er 

it   is recommended   that   chlorination  should NOT K-  carried  out 

because  it  could   restritt  subsequent,   continuing natural purification 

and chlorine can  combine with some  industrial  residues  to form 

objectionable  eomponiids whereby îesiduul  chlorine may  not  be wholly 

and harmlessly dissipated. 

*•      Maintenance of Biochemical  Activity 

A six-day or five and a half-day week means  that   the   treatment plant 

will remain  idle all   the »'eck-end.     Arrangements  should  be made to 

keep a sufficient quantity of re-circulated effluent  passing through 

the filters to maintain biochemical  activity 

7•      íÍMIEl^fi-ííy..HiryoBal  of Effluents 

Appendix Ko.10 gives  some  suggestions  for charging  for disposal of 

effluents. 
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t.     technical Control of Effluent» 

Appendix M«. 11 gives Bone re commenda t ion 8 for establishing a 

centre control laboratory for the technical control of effluenti* 
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APPETTO IX KO «9 

HELLENIC  INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK 

GENERAL CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL L/FIUKNTS 

It      Because successful operation of  the  treatment plant   -   whatever form it 

eventually takes -   depends on the adoption of certain basic principles, 

•  requisite close degree of  technical  control antl a number of 

•ubsiduary facilities,   those  important  general aspects are here 

discussed at  considerable length. 

2. The Voles Industrial  Area  has the  advantage of presently being 

virtually unbuilt;   it  has  the severe  handicap  that,   apart  frew an 

existing t'lour mill,   the  comparatively  firm Feugoot-Renault project 

and a  possible  textile  factory,   the volume and  character of the 

effluents to be dealt with are unknown. 

3. The Volume Maximum Rate of Flow,  Nature,   Composition  and  Maxir.mm 

Temperature of the  individual effluents  from the factories neceas   to 

be known with  the best  possible  degree  of precision.     This   should  be 

ascertained as  far   as  possible at   the  out act of each  proposed 

occupation of  a  factory site and  immediately  checked  a» each factory 

commences operation. 

4. The foregoing paiameters and definitions are required  to: 

(a) prescribe  the  conditions under which the effluents are accepted 

for disposal  into the sewerage  system; 

(b) determine what  pretreatmcnt,   if  any,   is essential or 

economica Jly advan tageous; 

(c) determine  the  load   (volume multiplied by  concentration of 

impurities)   imposed  by the.  individual  effluenti:  and  hence  th;> 

fraction of  the   treatment  plant's   facilities oceupied by an 

effluent; 
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(d) determine a fair charge for reception if the principle be 

adopted of charging according to the imposed load. 

5.  If these facta are to be established reliably and subsequently 

reliably monitored it is necessary to stipulate the arrangement of 

the drains in the factories whereby: 

(a) all trade effluent is routed in a separate system to the Industrial 

Area's sewer and sanitary wastes, i.e. the domestic sewage frou 

toilets, ablutions and canteens, are conveyed separately to the 

sewer so permitting reliable discrete sampling of the. trade 

effluent, apart from avoiding the aesthetic objection to 

involving excrement in such sampling; 

(b) the din in carrying the total trade effluent must have adjacent 

to the point of outfall to the sewer - but posit ionid to ovoid 

interference with the day-to-day traffic in the factory - acrtss 

for easy measûrement of the rate of flow and eaty saupling of 

the effluent. 

(c) The extent to which this access was used would depend on the 

Volume, ila tu i.- and Composition of the effluent concerned: with 

an industry self-evidently incapable of imposing a big, or 

accideatally dangerous, load and having no big loss of water 

in steam or in its products, water meter reading;, (¡.eparate 

from sanitary water usage) would be 'nifii dently reliable and 

avoid unnecessary expense;  with a project such as the 

Peugct-Renault factory at Phaae II or III, continuously 

recorded rate of flow and integrated daily volur.-cs would be 

Justified. 

(d) Defining the Nature of an effluent by describing ns precisely 

as possible the industrial processes concerned serves in some 

measure to prevent change in processes which might not materially 

affect the initially prescribed Composition of the hifluct but 

nevertheless introduce a new feature requiring control. For 

example, if a textile factory's pM-i e.-.scs were initiativ rei e J y 

concerned with the dyeing oí iínisheri cotton fabric, introduci .u r. 
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of kciring of raw cotton would constitute a radical change 

giving rise to a big increase in organic matter resistant 

to biochemical degradation. This particular change would 

doubtless be disclosed by contravention of prescribed 

Composition but defined Nature by thp implicit requirement 

to notify alteration helps to prevent change being discovered 

after the event. As another example, a new process might 

introduce an unusual anil unforeseen potential hazard requiring 

specific control under Composition, for example., Bay the 

introduction in a factory of mercurials as bincides. 

(e) Theoretically all contingencies could be covered by an 

exhaustive Composition but this is impracticable because the 

items involved are i numerable.  Further, and of foremost 

importance, prescribed Composition i:hou Id reck to be as brief 

ae possible consistent vith covering expectation £or the 

processes concerned vhereby this brevity, eiU tiling the cheapest 

analysis, permits the maximum number of samples to be taken for 

the purpose of monitoring control. 

(f) The chief items to be incorporated in prescribing Composition 

are given below with general campieri r»f c.»"ccntrationt¡ in 

milligrams per litre where applicable for the purpose of 

illustration: 

i)  FH Normally limited 

between 6.0 and 

10.0 

ConnicrJ; 

There can be certain c-^et-pt ìUUR, e.:;. 

effluent fruii rome fernen ut ion 

industries m-iy need the latitude of 

ñ lower limit of 5.0 because of tIm- 

presene« of organic acid.1.: and the- 

concession can sometime; be allow d. 

Similarly, depending on the. dilution 

afforded in the immediate sewer, o 

carefully judged conception r¿>¡6iu>\ 

the upper limit to, say, 11.0 c>n 

sometimes be allowed. 
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il)    Electrical 

Conductivity 

(EC)  (Recip- 

rocal Megohms 

pet  cm at 20°C) 

not greater than 

•ay   2500 Kg/1 

Coronen! • 

EC la *n inexpensive approximate 

analytical determination of Dissolved 

Solids,  a limit on which prevents 

discharge of undue  concentration.': of 

mineral   ronstiruents.     The  concentration 

prescribed dtpenda on  the Dissolved 

Solids of  the water supply and   the 

industrial  processes  concerned.     Aß a 

broad approximation EC >: 0.7 " 

Dissolved Solids dried at   180 C,   th.- 

precise  factor depending on  the make-up 

of organic, and mineral  salts. 

ill)  Sulphate as 

SO.   1000 mg/1 

Where high  concentration  of sulp! « ! •: 

*'vom,   say,  neutralised  sulphuric ;>cid, 

calcium sulphate or  «odium sulphate 

occur»,  thif.   lirait   is required  to 

protect  concrete sewerc  from sulphite 

attack.    Depending on dilution   in  ih." 

sewer,   but  he.iring  in mind   the  ha/arti 

to  factory  drains,   a  concession  a!iovc- 

1000  mg/1  may be pos s i hie.     Where, 

depinding on  the composition of  the 

water   supply,  an EC  limit  of 2JOO rig/J 

is  appropriate for  the  effluent,   a 

sulphate  1 unit  need not  be  stipulated 

because undua concentration canv.ct 

arise within this Conductivity  li:,'it. 

iv)    Suspended 

Solids dried 

at 105°C (SS).. A suitable limit 

depend¡; on the 

procès Je e con- 

cerned. 

For comparison average hritisb de •("'"iv' 

sewage carrier; tome 350 m^/1 of SS. 

Formally KS in trade effluent should he 

limited to, say, 1000 r.v./l if the 

relative volume is lurj'.c because 

concentrât ions in execs.« might mean 

acrvnulaticn of sludge in the sewevs 

or tli.it there were sludges arii.it •;; jn 

tlie factory capable of cheaper diipeT.il 
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Common ta 

other than through the sewers and 

treatment plant.    SS is one parameter 

required for estimating a rational 

charge for an effluent's disposal* 

y)      Chemical 

Oxygen Demand 

(COD)  .A tuitable limit 

depends on the 

processes con- 

cerned. 

For comparison average British 

domestic sewap.e has a COD in the 

region of 800 m^/l.  COD noasures 

virtually the whole of tlv organic 

»attor in on eff lucnt and it nay be 

necessary to differentiate vhole and 

•ottleable impurity. Depending on 

relative, volume and hence «n the load 

(volume timer; rencontrât ion) an 

effluent with a COD grortly in ."C.SF 

of, say, 200Ü mg/1 may mc^.n there arc 

cheaper means of disposal of a large. 

proportion of the impurity other tlw.n 

via the sewerage system. Thus, there 

way he strong waste liquore or sludge:, 

capable of segregation for recovery 

of vaJuabi.' nntcrial or for separate 

disposal. Alternatively pre-treat ivo;if 

by use of high rale percolatili,."', filter;. 

tf effect a major reduction in load 

»ip.ht be econoT'.i rally advant 'i:-,ecHi.:.  / ,, 

an analytical ¡v-oo. dure CO!? is  of rood 

prvcision and a cheap determination. 

COD heari a relation to hOD - see halo-,,!, 

vi) Biochemical 

Oxygen Demand 

in 5 days at 

20°C (BOD) A su i tab la limit 

depends on the 

processes con- 

cerned. 

BOD is a partial Treasure of 1 he bio- 

degradable organic matter in an 

effluent, sometimas abbreviated BOD- 

to avoid confusici with ultimate deiauu 

sometimes abbreviated LOD .  However, 

BOD usually rem !• the 5-day dem-'.nul and 

is no  used here.  It normal! % 'ica: iiie^ 

some 90% of the readily dep.r.'dable 
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mm 

Comment« 

carbonaceous organic matter and doer 

not therefore include the oxygen 

required to oxidise nitrogenous organic 

«w-tter. Determination of reliable, 

reproducible BOD values requires both 

competence and experience. Even so 

•oine industrial effluents may give a 

falsely low value if unknown bacteri- 

cidal inclusions are present or it 

the standard bacterial inoculation ùvei, 

not happen to include specialised 

bacteria cabbie of degrading tî>-: 

particular organic matter, which 

bacteria nevertheless develop in 

practice ar part of the biochemical 

proresseß or the treatment plant. Fin- 

comparison average British domestic 

sewage has a BOD of about 450 mg/1 arti 

a ratio of COb/BOD for Fuch sevrage lies 

in the range of 1.5 to 2.0.  Be caute 

the BOD of domestic seva go, fnd ¡.¡ore 

particularly of settled sewage, can be 

readily reduced by biochemical 

degradation by some 90%, it follows 

that industrial effluent, and more 

priticula-ly settled effluents, with 

COP/BOD ration of less than 2.0 piv.-.e-nt 

no Bpecial difficulty. Where the lar.io 

iß greater, for example, with cotton 

kicr liquor or conventional vaste 

tanning liquor, biochemically ré- 

sistant or biochemically nondepreciable 

matter is prêtent and special 

consideration has to be nade of r.Jl 

relevant circumstances„  Biochemic-f» j ly 

retiistont or stähle mattet often makes 

itfelf evident as coloured matter .••:• i;¡ 

the case with the aforementioned 
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Comments 

kiering and tannery liquors. Where mi 

effluent is known to have a normal 

COD/BOD and be of constant character, 

the compi ii.ût ion and expense of WD 

determinations can be largely dispenser! 

with, COD being adequate in such cases. 

vii) Special Iten».. Limits according     The items are mostly concerned with 

to the protesten     restrictions preventing damage tc or 

concerned. choking of the sewerage system, 

preventing a hazard such as explosion. 

or harm to iren working therein, in 

preventing discharge of impur i lieu 

incapable of removal by t!ie treat i.'cr.t 

plant, or liai)]e unduly to ir.pj.i the 

efficiency of the plant's treatment 

facilities, e.g. by poisoni:i? bio- 

chemical degradation processes.  A if. 

seldom appropriate, because of 

impracticability entirely to prohibit 

particular chciiitr l.s (altbuu;1' petrol 

or einer Tutorial giving rise to 

, explosive v pour, and except by 

separai.e fcpeei..1 ac,/etileni , F;'<1 io «c-t ive 

S1.i stances FheoH be so prohibited) 

but limits ore rr..\ì?  appi opri ntcTj 

severe in the cii.c.  of dar¡g«.-roiis 

chomitals.  The limits arc decided 

, by the relative volume of the effluent- 

find the tolerance, of the beverage 

system for particular potentially 

harmful constituent», vhlch tolerance 

hat to be shared between the various 

effluents arising in an Industrial Area, 

Exan.ples of the items in the. ordir of 

the above-mentioned purposes of 

»etiti i et ion are: 

a) fiulpbide, liable to causo ,ibovr- 

wat< r-lme attack of con e ri t< , or 
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Comments 

rubber latex emulsion» "balling" into 

choking plugs, or hair from animal 

•kin processing. 

b) Undue concentration of water- 

miscible organic solvents sufficient  to 

cauce an inflammable atmosphere  in  the 

sewer. 

c) Water non-mißcible  solvents ine!tidin;', 

particularly chlorinated hydrocarbons 

such rs chloroform liable to cause i\ 

poisonous atmosphere   in the  noverale 

syptci- and  also  capable of  inhibit.ir.£ 

sludge digestion. 

d) Sulphats,   in addition to potential 

attack  of  concrete,  causing a 

poisonous atmosphere  in the sewers. 

Similarly cyanide requires  restriction. 

e) Intractable materiale  such as 

finely-divided polyvinyl  chlorint 

emulsions,  uonbic-degr&dable dyes, 

n n -l>iodegradi;bie anionic or noni ¿ni e 

Synthetic deterp.nts,  which det' ijinf: 

should   in  general be   f-\ ipu'J.at ed  as 

having to be biodegradable. 

f) Cyanide ar>d  the common potent..'.ally 

toxi e mettila arising from metal 

processing,   including platina  effluent. 

Thece  common metals aro Zinc,  Copper, 

Nickel,  Hexavalent Chromium nnd 

Cadmium.    The restriction should be 

based  op  the  toi<• ranee of  the  tteatn'r-tV.. 

piai;*   vbercby  it would  be  nought  to 

limit   the  total   ci'  these metal;- with 
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Commenta 

the exception of tervalcnt chromium to, 

»ay, 5 rog/1 in the total flow to the 

plant. This might mean pre- treatment. 

of some effluents unless the limit 

just mentioned were decidedly relayed 

on the basis that it was cheaper io 

incur the cost of special treatment 

at the plant, e.g. lime treatment 

followed by settlement and re- 

correction of the created alkaline 

cond it ion. 

g) Where necessary restriction and 

perhaps neve re restriction, of less 

usual potentially toxic ii.étais ¡inch as 

Mercury, Selenium and Silver. 

h) Undue concentration e.i water non- 

rniscible or emulsified hydro-carbons 

and fate, i.e. oil, vegetable, ei-M-ia} 

or mineral grease which are dctev..¡iue:i, 

and a limit stipulated bv, Neutr.ii 

Petroleum Spirit Extract.  Engine-..'ri;,- 

industries effluents cm carry mr tu- 

oi 1 and grease and may contain 

emulsified cutting oils i'xcm  machin MI g 

which emuli.ions require begrcgatiou 

for separate disposal or "crackii;," u- 

remove the oil.  Effluent fron ri .uling 

abbatoir vante, effluent from 

manufactured fjoas. urioü vogeLabJe and 

animal fat and processing of fully-r.; oi-.i. 

poultry carry excess "grease" 

requiring restriction,  lor cempa-, 3 son, 

average Kritiih domestic sewage has a 

Keutral Petroleum Spirit J'xtract in the 

range 50 to 100 rr¿/l  anil a linn.« oí' 

50 mg/1 for industrial eii'Jvients ; iieuJ.d 

normally prove fiat isfacl orv. 
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vili) General Applicable to 

Restriction...    all effluents 

Comment» 

In an attempt to cover unforeseen 

potentially harmful substances and 

also serving the purpose of drawing 

manufacturers'   attention to the vital 

necessity not to dispose of <lanp,erout> 

substances to the  sewer,  an "omnibus" 

clause  in  tic Prescribed  Compositions 

is  required  saying  tint  apart  fron  the 

items  spedii cal ly  covered  by  the 

prescript!".i  the  effluent  shall not 

contain sensible  concentrations  of   ray 

cubatane* vbich alone or in 

combine tien   with  subsLances   in  the 

leverage  syste-n will  either dama f..    o: 

choke  the   sy.';lemf   croate-, a  ha/..'-0   t*> 

the   system er  to  men  vo-kin?,   th.TI in, 

or reader the disposal of  the   toi al 

sevare ur.dt Ty difficult.    This   c'J.ai-r.c 

should alno prohibit  discharge  of 

Radioactive  Subs tane OK  except   by  lucm.- 

of  separat"  special  agreement  vhi<-!> 

vou'Jd   in ci ij.ur?itc  appropriately  ri'¿id 

and   strict  safeguards. 

(g)    An upper  limit for Temperature of  '.">  C should ueninally be 

satisfactory but a big relative volv.'uc of eil LuenL mi^ht  require 

a  lower  limit  in some  circumstance«-;. 

(h)    A logical  sequence  requires  that   industrialists:  should  at  the 

outset  eubnr'.t  a form-l  applieatieui  of  their re'.quircnientf:  ior  the 

reception and disposal   of  their  effluent  expressed   iti   the al.o\c 

term»  covering Volume,   et  cetera.     The volumetric  aspects of  tIn- 

application  should  not.  present  any  difficulty but  requested 

Composition may require;  that  the-   ineh-Ktrialist;  be   instine: i el  as 

to the  technical,  analytical  tenus   in  vhich  Lids   ia  e:qu c:;sed 

having  regard  to  the Nature of   tlu>  frocesr.er.  cencerne-d,     Ubere 

such  instruction  if, uoectnary  and   <:*.>  save  H we-  it  nuy  In.   passible 

to  indiead   certain  re-M riet ion . v-tiiih vou J d  be  attaclied  ta a 

particular  effluent. 
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(J)    So far as any contentious aspect of  the application or imposed 

conditions arose it would teem that  in the absence of statutory 

legislation defining arbitration procedures  resolution of any 

difficulty would need to rest  simply  between  the two parties. 

(k)    The above  formal application  (finalised after any necessary 

discussion)  would  then  form the  contrai  feritore of a formal 

agreement  between  the two parties and,   stemming from the  formal 

application,  an agreed  charge would  be incorporated   if the 

principle, be adopted of  charging according  to  imposed  lead.     This 

agreement  should provide for possili e  revision at agreed appropriât 

intervals  of,   say,   ivo years and   include  sv.:h arbitration 

provisions  as are  locally customary   in  commercial agreement;;. 

(1)     Parenthetically,  water  supply pip--.',   in  the  i'.-iUories  shoald  be 

divorced  from and  arr, .1, cement  preclude  ace uleutnl   cross 

connection with process water  lines,   any alterations  to  lines 

being wade only by agreement with  the  Bank. 

(m)     Oil and petrol  storage  should  bo  bunded and   feed   lines sleeved 

or run  in euch manner us  to proeludo accidentai  escape to 

surface or icul drains. 

e 
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APPENDIX NO .IO 

MOLENIC INDUSTRIAL DEVEIOPT1ENT  RANK 

SSQGWBjm J>IRPOSAL OF EFFLUENTS 

1. Rational   charging requires that  the capita]   and running costs of 

the  sewerage system be broken down,   say,   is   follows: 

i)       costs  related to the volumetric aspects,  i.e.   capacities 

of sewers  and  sedimentation  t¿tnks  and   to pumping; 

il)     costs  related  t;o biochemical  treatmcr. t,   i.e.  percolating 

filters or  bionerat ion plant; 

ill)   costs   relattd   to  sludge dií,por,al  arising from primary  solids 

settled  in   the primary sedimentation   tanks and secondary 

solids  precipitated or created   in  the   bicaheraica]   facility 

of the plant; 

iv)    where  the  relative amount  and Nature  or  the efi luent  requires 

exceptional  control by vay of analytical monitoring,   an 

appropriate   charge  could  he wide; 

v)       similar  to   iv)  a  general  administrative   charge  could  he made 

so fa-,  as   thi« vere not   incorporated   in   (.terns   i)  to   ill). 

2. Charging  11 chômes   can be   incorporated   into  a   ^encrai   fu,nula applying 

to a particular   severage  system but   it   should  be borne  in  v.-.ind   that 

thc  complexities   of a purification plant  citer, Mean  ll.it   a  fully 

rationalised elucidation of  the  true  charge   for an  effluent  is  a 

practical   iupossibility.    Moreover,  much  tine,  and  hence  expense,   car. 

be  spent   in  Keeking a  fully  rationalised  charge, and  oi.il.I   leave  an 

indettri.iji'iafe area.    Judgement   lias  therefore  to be exercised as   to  the 

detail  on  vi ich  an  agreed  charge should  he   based accordili,!;  to   the  ie"t.;iive 

importen.'.:   e F   the   Joad   imposed  a ad   the ili-«icr of analvti.cal  Aitavi tor jag 

rtquiriJ   ft» i   it.    control.     Thus,   fu    11  vele..!, of weak  ef Huent   i:;y 

merit net hing viere,  than   a  flat   einige  ami   .i   ¡.•""•pie  agivi i-eni:,   hig 

volumes and   had   rct|e.i r'.-   ct|i' d • •. • '•.-:.. t  elaboration. 
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APPENDIX NO.11 

gEllENIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT  HANK 

TECHNICAL CONTROL OF KFFLUEN1S 

1. Apart  from keeping  cost of control to a minimum,  it  cannot be 

emphasised   too  strongly  that  the   succeiaf ul  operai ion cf  the 

treatment plant at   Phase  1 of-  its development  and  it.:  subsequent 

development   in  the  most  efficient and   economical ivùiicr possible 

depends on  the  continuous  availability  of reliable  analytical 

data   about   the  effluents  discharged  to   the.  sever;*; o  system end 

about   the perfori.,  nee of  the plant. 

2. As  the Hellen: e  Industriili heve 1 opinent   V„ ill.   is  concerned vith  the 

•ettiiv,-up  and  operation  of Induatrial  Areas   other   than Voles;, 

it  is  recommended   that  the Ululi  shoo Id   establish a   (entrai   coni vol 

laboratory  as  ,-oon  as possiMi.   however  n.adest   it.-;  scope might be 

at  the outset.     Provision  fov  expansion   nieuld  be available.    Until 

this   facility ha«?   been established  the  N'.iPlì vili  require   in Athens 

the  service  of a   laboratory \- j th ¡i  seriar analyst already  knov'i < dgeahln 

or prepared  to become  expert  in   vhe  technology  concerned.     This 

expertise  is necessary not only   for  the   '. anfident  production of 

reliable data but   also   to apply  the prin.iple  oí  {..lectivo  mininem 

analysis of  the ir,axir¡uim number of  sampl •    yielding  the liest value  for 

•one y spent. 

3. The  analysis  of  a, y  BAHpic can be no  boli or   than the  reliability of 

the  sample  itself:      the  truly  representative   character of   samples 

cannot  therefore,  be  over-emphasised   in   tur   particular  field  Kcause 

the  composition  if  discharges  can vary  w¡d~3y   fror.-, hunr to  hoar  and 

day  to day.     Thit   means  that  vhen campling at  any  point,   first 

consideration hheeld  be  given   to   the  extent   to vhick  "snap" or  "grab" 

instantaneous  ,-;a>-ailes are aiUju.ite or  whethei:  as  ir,  froquo'tly the 

case,  a bulked  a u'ple  from portions ever a  period  ir  essential. 

4. It   is   recoiruTiendcd   that   the HXlJi:'   should   pe>-cUaM.'  for*Ja,.j th,   tii 

automatic  sampling machine.**  :;"   that  repta, vert at iva   a a.,p!e!r   cai  be 

ob ta illf'd. 



5.        Should It prove possible for the HIDB to set up  immediately its own 

central laboratory hovever rudimentary at  the outset this would 

require to be under the direction of a staff »ember having or 

cewpetent to achieve  the necessary expertise. 
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